
Who and What we remember on ANZAC day 
 

On ANZAC day the 25th of April we remember a lot of very important things that                
happened during the sorrowful and long wars. We think about all the different roles              
people participated in during the wars, like the soldiers and generals, animals and             
nurses. It is a good time to recognise and acknowledge the hard work that these people                
did in the wars. 
 
ANZAC day is a special day to recognise the Soldiers that had displayed bravery and                

courage to leave their families and fight for our beautiful country, Australia. I couldn't              
imagine how devastating and unhappy it would have been for the soldiers who fought in               
the war and sacrificed their lives for us. It also would have been extremely sad for them                 
because they would have lost a lot of friends and maybe even family that were in the                 
war fighting hard too. 
 
We also remember the nurses, doctors, civilians and other people that helped the             
wounded and injured soldiers that were in agony craving for help and hoping they would               
make it. The people that helped the Soldiers in pain also were very helpful and fearless                
to do as much as they could to save harmed sore soldiers. The generals were good                
because they did their roles and their parts really well while war was on. 
 
Another thing that we should remember is the Animals that were an amazing source of               
transport. We remember and appreciate them for transporting soldiers, also when they            
were wounded and damaged. They could carry a note with a message from one place               
to another which is very very smart. During the wars it would have been very critical to                 
use transportation to get to places quickly before battle. A few types of major transports               
that were used in the wars are four wheel drives, airplanes, boats and a large variety of                 
different mechanical transportations. 
 
ANZAC day is a very special day because we remember a lot of very interesting history                
that we should treasure for as long as we live. We remember the soldiers, nurses,               
animals and others. Which we always should. “LEST WE FORGET” 
 

 
THANK YOU FOR READING MY STORY 

By Kiani 


